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Fluctuation-induced transport in a spatially symmetric periodic potential
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We present an analytical investigation of the fluctuation-induced transport of Brownian particles in a deter-
ministic spatial symmetrical periodic potential subject to Gaussian noises. We found that directed motion of the
Brownian particles can be induced by the correlation between a multiplicative white noise and an additive
white noise. The direction of current is determined by the sign of the noise correlation.

PACS number~s!: 05.40.Jc, 05.40.Ca, 82.20.Mj, 87.10.1e
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Since the publication of Magnasco’s 1993 work@1# on
forced thermal ratchets, many researchers invested tim
thermal ratchets~TR! @2–5#. To biologists, TR has been in
vestigated as a possible prototype of a molecular motor@2#.
To physicists, TR’s importance relies on its relevance
fluctuation-induced transport@3–5#. From Refs.@1–4#, one
can conclude that there exists no fluctuation-induced tra
port in a spatial symmetrical periodic potential if all od
moments of the noise are zero. It should noted that the s
ies in @1–5# are subject to the following restrictions:~1! No
quantum effect is included;~2! only the overdamped Brown
ian motion is considered with inertia effect neglected;~3!
only uncorrelated noises are studied. In 1997, Ref.@6# con-
sidered the quantum effect. And, in 1998, Ref.@7# gave a
study of underdamped ratchets. In recent years, m
progress has been obtained of correlated noises in other
tems. For example, correlated noises in bistable systems
induce giant suppression of the activation rate@8#, re-entrant
phase transition@9,10#, and the coexistence of the suppre
sion and resonance of activation@11#. In a periodic potential
system, we expect, correlation between noises should
duce similar significant impact. This Brief Report present
study that shows that fluctuation-induced transport exists
noise correlation effect when all the odd moments of noi
are zero and the periodic potential is symmetrical in spa
This effect should be experimentally observable in transp
in Josephson junctions. In the power spectrum of quasip
cles in Josephson junction, we discovered a pair of ne
tively correlated noises with correlation coefficientl5
2A6/3 @12#. This correlation has significant implication o
the I -V characteristics@12#. Other applications of this corre
lation will be presented in a future publication. In the r
mainder of this Brief Report, we will first present gener
solution for the transport in periodic potential subject to
multiplicative noise and an additive noise. Then we calcul
the fluctuation-induced current caused by the correlated m
tiplicative and additive noises. At the end, we discuss
experimental implications of this theoretical work.

Consider an overdamped Brownian particle in a perio
potential U(x) that possesses spatial symmetry,U(x1L)
5U(x) with L being the spatial period. The stochastic d
namics is governed by the Langevin equation

ẋ52U8~x!1g1~x!j~ t !1g2~x!h~ t !. ~1!
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In Eq. ~1!, j(t) andh(t) are two Gaussian white noises wit
zero mean. They are correlated in the following manner:

^j~ t !j~ t8!&52Qd~ t2t8!,
~2a!

^h~ t !h~ t8!&52Dd~ t2t8!,

^j~ t !h~ t8!&5^h~ t !j~ t8!&52lAQDd~ t2t8!. ~2b!

Here,l denotes the intensity of correlation betweenj(t) and
h(t). Q and D are the noise intensities.g1(x) and g2(x),
multiplicative functions, can be nonlinear in general. We
sume that Eq.~1! is a Stratonovich stochastic differentia
equation. Employing the technique we developed earlie
Refs.@13#, @14#, Eq. ~1! with Eq. ~2! can be transformed into
an equivalent form

ẋ52U8~x!1G~x!G~ t ! ~3!

that has the same Fokker-Planck equation as Eq.~1!. In Eq.
~3!, G(t) is Gaussian white noise with zero mean and
following correlation:

^G~ t !G~ t8!&52d~ t2t8!, ~4!

andG(x) is determined as

G~x!5$Qg1~x!212lAQDg1~x!g2~x!1Dg2~x!2%1/2.
~5!

The Fokker-Planck equation corresponding to Eq.~3! with
Eq. ~4! can be written as@15#

]P~x,t !

]t
52

]

]x
A~x!P~x,t !1

]2

]x2 B~x!P~x,t !, ~6!

where

A~x!52U8~x!1G~x!G8~x! ~7!

and

B~x!5G~x!2. ~8!

By virtue of the generalized potentialF(x) defined as
7478 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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F~x!52E
0

x A~y!

B~y!
dy ~9!

The Fokker-Planck operator can be written in the form

LFP52
]

]x
A~x!1

]2

]x2 B~x!5
]

]x
e2F~x!

]

]x
eF~x!B~x!.

~10!

The stationary currentJ determined by Fokker-Planck equ
tion ~6! reads

J52e2F~x!
]

]x
eF~x!B~x!Pst~x!. ~11!

Integrating Eq.~11! from x to x1L, we have

JE
x

x1L

eF~y!dy52@eF~x1L !B~x1L !Pst~x1L !

2eF~x!B~x!Pst~x!#. ~12!

Assuming thatg1(x) and g2(x) are also periodic inx with
periodL, thenB(x1L)5B(x). Further, the periodic bound
ary conditionP(x1L)5P(x) leads to the following station
ary solution:
Pst~x!5JB~x!21e2F~x!E
x

x1L

eF~y!dy@12eF~x1L !2F~x!#21.

~13!

Normalizing the probabilitypst(x) within a period, e.g.,
@0,L#, we get from Eq.~13!

15J@12eF~x1L !2F~x!#21

3E
0

L

B~x!21e2F~x!dxE
x

x1L

eF~y!dy.

This leads to the general current formula

J5@12eF~x1L !2F~x!#

3F E
0

L

B~x!21e2F~x!dxE
x

x1L

eF~y!dyG21

, ~14!

which is one of the major results in this Brief Report
Now we use Eq.~14! to evaluate the fluctuation-induce

current in a model system to illustrate the new physics. T
periodic potentialU(x) is given by
U~x!5H 2dx/L22~n21!d when ~n21!L<x<~2n21!L/2

22dx/L12nd when ~2n21!L/2<x<nL.
The two multiplicative functionsg1(x) andg2(x) are

g1~x!5H C when ~n21!L<x<~2n21!L/2

2C when ~2n21!L/2<x<nL

and

g2~x!51.

In this, j(t) is a multiplicative noise whileh(t) is an addi-
tive noise. Carrying out the integrations in Eq.~14!, a closed
analytical form of the current can be obtained:

J5
12exp@28lAQDCd/~k1k2!#

A11A21A31A41A51A6
, ~15!

where

k15QC212lAQDC1D,

k25QC222lAQDC1D,

A15
L2

4d Fk1

d
ed/k12

k1

d
21G ,

A25
L2

4d2 ~k1k2!1/2e2d/k2~e2d/k121!~e2d/k221!,
A35
L2

4d Fe2d/k11
k1

d
ed/k1~12ed/k1!G ,

A45
L2

4d Fk2

d
~e2d/k221!11G

A55
L2

4d2 ~k1k2!1/2e2d/k1ed/k2~ed/k121!~ed/k221!,

FIG. 1. Steady currentJ vs the noise correlation strengthl. The
curve that possess extrema forQ510; the other forQ540; L51,
C5

1
4 , d5

1
2 , D50.3.
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4d Fe22d/k21
k2

d
~ed/k221!G .

In order to illustrate the characteristics of fluctuation-induc
current, we plot in Figs. 1–3 the dependence ofJ in Eq. ~15!
upon noise parameters. The important points are obse
from the figures:~1! Current reversal.J;l curves in Fig. 1
pass through the origin and thus the direction of currenJ
reverses when the sign of the multiplicative and addit
noise correlationl is changed.~2! Existence of extremum
The direction of currentJ is positive whenj(t) andh(t) are
positively correlated, i.e.,l.0. In this case, the dependen
of current upon the multiplicative noise intensityQ is non-
linear and possesses a maximum~see Fig. 2!. For the case of
negative noise correlationl,0, the currentJ is negative and

FIG. 2. Steady currentJ vs the multiplicative noise strengthQ.
From top to bottom, the curves corresponding to the value of n
correlation strengthl:0.9, 0.7, 0.5, 0.3, 0.1, 0.05, respectivel
L51, C5
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possesses a minimum in its dependence onQ ~see Fig. 3!. In
the model system discussed above, transport current e
even though the Brownian particle is in a periodic poten
that is symmetrical in space. The current appears to be
duced by the correlation between the two Gaussian w
noises. Why does the noise correlation induce transport?
origin lies in the generalized potentialF(x) that is tilted. It is
easy to verify thatF(x1L)2F(x)528lAQDCd/k1k2 .
Obviously,F(x) is tilted as long asl is not equal to 0. The
currentJ arises consequently. Another point is that the
F(x1L)2F(x) changes its sign whenl does so, which is
the origin of the current reversal Furthermore, the mec
nism of the fluctuation-induced transport can be physica
depicted as follows. The multiplicative noise~MN! makes
the potential fluctuate

e

FIG. 3. Steady currentJ vs the multiplicative noise strengthQ.
From top to bottom, the curves corresponding to the value of no
correlation strengthl: 20.05, 20.1, 20.3, 20.5, 20.7, 20.9,
respectively;L51, C5
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1
2 , D50.3.
UF~x!5H @2d/L2Cj~ t !#x22~n21!d when ~n21!L<x<~2n21!L/2

2@2d/L2Cj~ t !#x12nd when ~2n21!L/2<x<nL.
di-
sily
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When the MN assumes a positive realization, the slope of
fluctuating potentialUF(x) is reduced. Inversely, when MN
assumes a negative realization, the slope ofUF(x) is en-
hanced. This fact makes the mean current zero. However
MN j(t) is correlated to the additive noiseh(t). A positive
correlation (l.0) implies that probability forj(t) to as-
sume a positive value is greater whenh(t).0 and that prob-
ability for j(t) to assume a negative value is greater wh
h(t),0. @16# Since bothj(t) and h(t) are white noises,
they fluctuate on the same time scale and thus enhance
other statistically. Therefore, driven by the additive no
and the fluctuating potentialUF(x) ~caused by MN!, the mo-
tion of the Brownian particle points toward the positive d
rection on the average. On the other hand, a negative co
lation l,0 implies that it is more probable forj(t) to
e

he

n

ach

re-

assume a negative value whenh(t).0 and that it is more
probable forj(t) to assume a positive value whenh(t),0.
An analysis similar to the case ofl.0 shows that the mo-
tion of the Brownian particle points toward the negative
rection on the average. Here a conclusion can be ea
drawn: The correlation between the multiplicative noise a
the additive noise not only induces directed motion~nonzero
average current! but also determines its direction.

In summary, we have presented an analytical solution
the stochastic motion of a Brownian particle in a period
potential subject to a multiplicative noise and an addit
noise. Detailed analysis of a model system shows the co
lation between the two noises can induce a nonzero curr
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